BLESSED TRINITY COLLEGE PTFA MEETING
MINUTES OF THE AGM HELD ON OCTOBER 13TH 2014
PRESENT
Helen Duffy, Jane Cook, D Preston, Judith Dand, Jill Spence,
Michelle Llewellyn-Evans, Colette Breen, Debra Frost,
Petch Phillips, Amanda Chapman, Jillian Martins, Karen Brierley,
Phil Thompson, Eamon Robinson.
APOLOGIES
MINUTES OF LAST MEETING – approved
MATTERS ARISING
Excellent turn-out at this month’s meeting. Introductions were made
and Debra presented the annual report and accounts, giving an overview
of what we do, and the importance of new fund raising ideas. New
attendees had heard of the AGM from information given out at the Y7
progress evening and the text message.
Following the resignation of Colette Breen as Vice Chair, Jane Cook was
proposed and seconded to pick up this role.
Ideas for fundraising were discussed. Britain’s Got Talent, Hell’s Kitchen
or Bake Off event, Treasure Hunt (run successfully by Burnley College
and devised by D Preston).
There are two Young Enterprise groups this year (run by Polly Clegg).
Supporting charity is an important element for the groups’ business
plans, which could be covered by them organising an event to sell their
products (create the event, organise and sell tickets) and sharing profits
with PTFA. ER to speak to Polly.
FUTURE EVENTS
Regarding the Battle of the Bands event – it will have to be a reduced
version as only Shuttleworth and Unity have committed to the
competition. Beth Watson has suggested a talent showcase to include
Shuttleworth and Unity, with sales of tickets and refeshments as
previously agreed. The event will go ahead in this format on 20/11/14.
The cinema evening on 4/12/14 will just be for Y7. Ask Y7 teachers to
attend. Tickets to be produced by Blessed Trinity (PT). We will choose a
film at our meeting on 10/11/14. Maleficent is a possibility (dvd release
date 28/11). Choice of film is not critical, as it’s more of a social event to
mix with new friends. We will select a 12 or 12A film and then it’s up to
parents to decide if the film is appropriate and buy tickets. Sell photo
key rings as souvenirs – check prices of key ring blanks, and ask Jez and
Mike about printing photos.

No Spring Ball this year, due to likely rise in cost of tickets and the fact
that there was less interest in tickets at the last one.
We will sell raffle tickets at The Wiz performances:
Tues – CB/MLE
Wed – DF/JD
Thur – PP/MEntwistle
Fri
– MLE/JS
We will need about 20 prizes.
FINANCIAL REPORT
2241.82 Community Fund (30/9)
2884.37 Monthly Draw account (29/9)
ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Next meeting is 10/11/14 at 7pm. See you there!

